OAGIS Business Object Documents (BOD’s)

- Standard Integration Points
  - BOD 002 - Confirm BOD
  - BOD 11 - Show Purchase Order
  - BOD 12 - Receive Purchase Order
  - BOD 16 - Transfer Item (Attribute/Status Adjustment)
  - BOD 21 - Receive Miscellaneous Items
  - BOD 24 - Inventory Counts
  - BOD 37 - Confirm Order Shipment
  - BOD 61 - Synchronize Item
  - BOD 68 - Synchronize Inventory
  - BOD 91 - Sales Order
luxlook.com Website (Commerce Exchange)

Consumer Orders

Data Exchange with GATX RS6000 server via NFS mount

Connection is a Frame Relay with AT&T and MCI

Exodus (Sun Solaris)

Fulfillment Center H70
Welcome to EthnicGrocer.com. Thousands of authentic foods delivered right to your door.

**GRECIAN GRILLING**
Linger over the last days of summer. Try our complete menu featuring the sun-drenched flavors of the Mediterranean. [More...](#)
**Architecture**

- **Consumer Orders**
- **Data FTP’d to and from Ethnic Grocer’s FTP site**
- **Connection is a Frame Relay with AT&T and MCI**

**ethnicgrocer.com Website** (Blue Martini)

**Oracle NT**

**Fulfillment Center H70**

*Open Applications Group*

*Best Practices and XML Content for eBusiness and Application Integration*
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Open Applications Group

Best Practices and XML Content for eBusiness and Application Integration
– Close-Out Sporting Goods and Apparel
– Seattle based - on net since 1997
– Backed by Amazon
– Competitors: fogdog and mvp.com
gear.com Proprietary Website

Consumer Orders

Gear transmits data (using remote NFS mount) to GATX RS6000 server with Hummingbird Software

Connection is a Frame Relay with AT&T and MCI

SAP NT

Fulfillment Center H70

Open Applications Group
Best Practices and XML Content for eBusiness and Application Integration